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Creator Lindsay, Jack 
Title Papers of Jack Lindsay (1900-1990) 
Date 25th April 1924 – Jan 1925 
Description Diaries 
Format Handmade 
Cover made from a recipe box 
Pages photocopied from the original diary kept in Mitchell Library, 
Macquarie St, Sydney, NSW 2000. 
Coverage Contains little edits and comments in various pages from JL as he revisited 
his old diary in 1977. 
Contents April 1977 typed insert containing JL’s reflections about his diary such as 
the beginning of his rift from Norman, comments about Beutler, John and 
Will Dalley. 
Includes poems 




Creator Lindsay, Jack 




Three books attached into one 
Handwritten in pencil 
Coverage Work labelled “Holland 1954” by JL. Contains observations, notes, 
clippings collected during visit to Amsterdam. 
Contents Book 1 and 2: 
8th March 1954- Typed English translation of article, ‘Jack Lindsay in 
Amsterdam’ from newspaper clipping, Het Vrije Volk. 
12th March 1954- Typed English translation of article, ‘A visitor from 
England’ from Vrede. 
19th June- notes and observations, contains sketches of various people. 
A Report of Jack Lindsay and Florence James of the visit to Amsterdam 
for the Exhibition and Concert of the Dutch Arts Peace Committee 
Handmade booklet on notes from a PEN meeting 
Book 3: 
Calendar of events 
Source Donated by Helen, daughter of Jack Lindsay 




Creator Lindsay, Jack 




Various pages written in pen and pencil 
Coverage Work labelled “Italy 1954” by JL. Contains newspaper clippings collected 
during visit to Italy. 
Contents Italian newspaper clippings 
Includes poems 






Creator Lindsay, Jack 
Title Papers of Jack Lindsay (1900-1990) 
Date 1956 
Description Diaries 
Format Calendar from ‘Foreign Languages Publishing House of the Rumanian 
Institute for Cultural Relations With Foreign Countries’ 
Various pages written in pen and pencil 
Coverage Diary appears to have been written mainly in Halstead. JL worked on 
various novels, essays and Russian poems. 
Contents Back page; JL’s reflections about wife Meta and desire to have a family, 
own health and USSR’s activities 
Source Donated by Helen, daughter of Jack Lindsay 




Creator Lindsay, Jack 
Title Papers of Jack Lindsay (1900-1990) 
Date 1960-1963, 1969 
Description Diaries 
Format Handwritten in pen and pencil 
Handmade calendar of events (January-March 1961) at the back of diary 
Coverage Observations about health, day to day activities and the raising of his 
children; reflections about his father; did various works including 
autobiography ‘Fanfrolico and After’ 
Contents Letter to JL from Stefan Leder, attached next to 27th September 1960 
entry. 
Newspaper clippings : 
10th December 1962- ‘Liberty ban at Embassy : Stop Trial Call to America 
1950’ 
Letter to JL from Helen Bastable, Committee for Democratic Rights in the 
USA 
Typed inserts of additional entries in various pages 
Typed letters to Barbara and Isobel 






Creator Lindsay, Jack 
Title Papers of Jack Lindsay (1900-1990) 
Date n.d. 
Description Address book 
Format Address book 
Coverage Contains names and addresses of different people JL associated with 
Contents Includes a clipping of a list of Left-wing British Marxist publishers titled 
‘Left publishing Red Pages’, sent to JL by Paul Grenville. 
Source Donated by Helen, daughter of Jack Lindsay 
 
